Simply scan the QR code
with your smartphone to
enter the online world of
Figaro Pho !

Animation

39 x 7’ HD

Facts for your success:

Ideal for co-viewing with children
Cult potential
3D animation with stunning visuals

I

f he looks a little worried, it’s because he has

ful that an entire madcap adventure can take place inside his

every reason to be: Figaro Pho has phobias

mind in the moment when he sees something he fears.

about practically everything, but most of all,

Luckily, he has a pet, the mechanical dog Rivet, whose

he has strange and wondrous phobias that

life is made difficult by the cat Truffles, which belongs to

most people never even knew existed! Figaro Pho’s life

his pretty neighbor Juliet. Though Figaro is madly in love

would be boring if he were only afraid of heights or

with Juliet, she’s utterly oblivious to his adoration. Other

work, but to have a fear of Unfamiliar Toilets, Things

characters populating Figaro’s world are Boris, his vile-

Under Your Bed and a Starring Duck! – aaah, these are

smelling gardener, and Dotty, who runs the corner store and

the true delicacies of the phobia world.

functions as doctor and dentist as well – with equipment that

Figaro Pho is an adorable, quirky little fellow who, with each

A series for the young and not-so-young, “Figaro Pho” shows

passing day, discovers some alarming new phobia that has

the audience how irrational some of its fears are, and takes

suddenly befallen him. Figaro Pho lives with his mechanical

the edge off groundless phobias. Ideal for co-viewing with

pet dog in his old Gothic-style family home built on a cliff

children, it’s a side-splitting journey into an absurdly phobic

above the small town of Cogville. And though the house it-

world, many of whose ports of call we too have visited at

self is a death trap containing countless things to fear, the

some time in our lives!

outside world is even more terrifying.
And it insists on tormenting him with visits from the mailman
or with necessary forays into town to buy food or go to the
dentist (thus overcoming his legumophobia and dentophobia
at the same time!). Yet Figaro’s life isn’t a tragedy. He’s a creative genius, constantly building imaginative mechanisms and
strategies to combat his phobias. His imagination is so power-
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could have been devised by the Spanish Inquisition.

